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A novel method for the detection of duck hepatitis virus serotype1 (DHV1) using a biosensor based on
imaging ellipsometry (IE) is developed. Polyclonal antibodies against DHV1 were immobilized on silicon
wafers through protein A and used to capture virus particles in sample. Signals on silicon surface were
acquired directly in grayscale format on an imaging ellipsometry image. This study demonstrated that
the assay is rapid and accurate for detection of duck hepatitis virus. Compared with traditional methods,
this technique not only has high sensitivity as low as 8  109.5 LD50/ml, but can also simultaneously
perform multiple serotype identiﬁcation of DHV1, DHV1-g and DHV1-s. These results suggest that this
biosensor might be a practicable diagnostic tool for duck hepatitis virus detection.
Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Four types of duck hepatitis viruses [1] including type1, DHV1a
(a variant strain of DHV1), DHV2 and DHV3 [2e4] can cause duck
hepatitis and bring immeasurable losses to waterfowl breeding.
DHV1 was ﬁrst ascertained in the United States, while DHV2 and
DHV3 have only been reported in the UK and the USA [5,6]. Two
variant strains of DHV1 were also isolated between 2006 and 2009
from Guangdong and Sichuan province in China by the staff in our
laboratory. They were designated as DHV1-g and DHV1-s, respectively. Traditional methods for DHV1 detection are based on virus
isolation through tissue culture. Virus isolation is an effective
method to obtain whole virus particles, but it is labor-intensive and
time-consuming. Although other methods such as reverse transcription polymerase reaction (RT-PCR) etc. are used for testing of
viral nucleic acids with highly sensitive and rapid diagnosis, they
are inconvenient for common laboratory. Therefore, to develop
a new method for DHV detection with advantages of simple and
short-time is essential for clinic application.
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Recently, biosensors for microbe detection have received rapid
development and wide applications [7,8]. The preparation of the
biosensor involves the immobilization of antibodies onto solidphase surfaces. Two routine strategies including physical adsorption and covalently bonding are generally adopted for antibody
immobilization. Immobilization of antibodies by physical adsorption might leads to problems associated with poor reproducibility
because adsorbed antibodies will easily shed from the surface. The
covalently immobilized antibodies suffer primarily from random
orientations, which might somewhat decrease their efﬁciency of
antigen binding. Therefore, special interest has focused on the
development of oriented immobilization of antibodies through
protein A/G to speciﬁcally bind the Fc fragment of the immunoglobulin (IgG). The antibody after oriented immobilization is
favorable for antigen accessible.
Biosensor based on imaging ellipsometry (BIE), ﬁrst put forward
by Jin [9], is a powerful tool for thin layer analysis. Previous work
related to BIE has already been theoretically and empirically
described in literatures [10e13]. Recently, application of BIE to
microorganism and protein marker detection made substantial
progresses [14,15]. High resolution of imaging ellipsometry
combined with high throughput of array can also play important role
in the detection of multiple serotypes of species, for instance,
bacteria or virus. The purpose of this study is to speciﬁcally detect
DHV1 using array. The main advantages of this array are that
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antibodies from different types through oriented immobilization are
not only propitious to bind virus particles with high sensitive, but
also helpful for multiplex analysis in parallel with a single experiment operation. The clinic application will be further discussed.

(Resistivity 18.3 MUcm) was produced by a Millipore system (Millipore, Bedford, MA). Other heterogeneous species used are listed in
Table 1.
2.3. Substrate modiﬁcation

2. Material and methods
2.1. BIE principle
BIE has been developed in Institute of Mechanics (Chinese
Academy of Sciences) for the purpose of performing parallel
immunoassays and is based on a combination of an integrated
microﬂuidic reactor array system and imaging ellipsometry (IE).
The microﬂuidic system is used for surface patterning and array
fabrication, and for solution delivery, antibody immobilization and
antigen capture. IE is used for reading the protein arrays.
The microﬂuidic system in PDMS template contains a 6  4 cell
array. When the template was attached to the silicon slide surface,
24 individual chambers were formed independently and 24 unit
dots in the array were patterned onto the silicon surface. Each
chamber had two access holes where solution could pass in and out
of the chamber through them. By such a microﬂuidic system, ligand
solutions were delivered individually to different cells for immobilization so that the surface is patterned homogeneously and
simultaneously in array format. Furthermore, multiple samples can
accordingly be analyzed simultaneously.
Imaging ellipsometry was used for the visualization and quantiﬁcation of the protein adsorption layer on the surface of silicon
substrate. It is a powerful tool for optical characterization of
surfaces and thin ﬁlms and very sensitive to signiﬁcant changes in
optical parameters with a sub-nanometer resolution of vertical.
During experiments, the optical components in the system are
adjusted to fulﬁll the null conditions on a silicon wafer without any
adsorbed protein layers and to measure the adsorption layer
thickness when the protein was adsorbed. Under this condition, the
detected signal density I is related to the thickness (d) of the protein
layer according to I ¼ kd2, where k is a constant. The ellipsometry
image was focused on the sensing area of the CCD camera. A digital
image was grabbed by and stored in a computer with a grayscale
format (8 bits, 0e255 grayscale) for further evaluation by imageprocessing software of the program.
2.2. Materials
The viruses and bacteria used in this study are listed in Table 1.
Antisera (IgG) were collected from immunized rabbit blood and
further puriﬁed for use. Silicon wafers were purchased from
General Research Institute for Nonferrous Metals of China. Bovine
serum albumin (BSA) was obtained from Sigma. 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbobiimide hydrochloride (EDC); N-hydroxy-droxysuccinimde
(NHS) and succinimide anhydride were obtained from ACROS.
Tween-20 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water

Silicon wafer was initially treated with piranha solution (30%
H2O2:70%H2SO4 ¼ 1:3, v/v) for 30 min followed by intensive rinsing
with deionized water. The oxidized silicon wafer was immersed in
ethanol solution containing APTES (5%) for 2 h incubation. After
washed by ethanol and deionized water repeatedly, the modiﬁed
silicon wafer was placed in saturated succinic anhydride solution of
ethanol for 12 h incubation, then, washed by ethanol several times
again. As such, e(CH3)NHeCO (CH2)2eCOOH group on wafer was
generated. The prepared wafers were stored in ethanol solution at
4  C refrigerator until use.
2.4. IgG immobilization and DHV1 detection
The detection conﬁguration is illustrated in Fig. 1. When
a modiﬁed silicon wafer was applied to microﬂuidic channel
system, the carboxyl group on its surface was activated by NE
solution. The NE solution was prepared with NHS/EDC solution
(0.05/0.02 M) in deionized water, and 50 ml of NE solution was then
added to the microﬂuidic channel system (ISMATEC, SA,
Switzerland, 24-channel peristaltic pump) at a ﬂow rate of 5 ml/min
and passed through the surface of the wafer. Protein A (200 mg/ml)
was added to the corresponding channel (20 ml, 1 m/min) and
covalently immobilized on the silicon surface. Later, IgG (100 mg/ml,
1 ml/min) was dispensed to the channel to interact 30 min. Next, the
surface was blocked by 1.0 mg/ml BSA (30ml, 1ml/min). The channels
were rinsed with PBST (50 ml, 10 ml/min). The DHV in samples
(puriﬁed or clinical collected) were next added to channels for
30 min incubation (30 ml, 1 ml/min). At last, the wafer was rinsed
with PBST and deionized water and taken out of the microﬂuidic
system. After rinsing with deionized water repeatedly and drying
under a stream of nitrogen, the wafer was delivered to ellipsometry
imaging for grayscale measurement.
2.5. Analytical sensitivity, speciﬁcity and reproducibility
The sensitivity was determined by adding three standard deviations to the mean grayscale value of 10 zero standard replicates
and calculating the corresponding concentration. Avian inﬂuenza
virus, Gosling plague virus, Rimerella anatipestifer and Escherichia
coli were added to the sensing dots to assess grayscale response
[16]. Analytic reproducibility, expressed as CV%, was conducted by
evaluating intra-slide and inter-slide reproducibility using samples
of known concentration [17]. Samples were tested in 8 duplicates
with a single slide to assay intra-slide reproducibility and in 6
separate duplicates to assay inter-slide reproducibility.
3. Results
3.1. Oriented immobilization of IgG for DHV1 detection

Table 1
The reference pathogens used for the BIE detection.
Species

Strain/serotype

Host

Duck hepatitis virus (DHV)
Duck hepatitis virus (DHV)
Duck hepatitis virus (DHV)
Avian inﬂuenza virus (AI)
Gosling plague virus (GPV)
Rimerella anatipestifer (R.A.)
E. coli (E coli)

AV211, type1
Field isolate, type1-g
Field isolate, type1-s
Field isolate, H9N2
Field isolate
Field isolate, type1
Field isolate, O157:H7

Peking duck
Peking duck
Peking duck
Peking duck
China gosling
Peking duck
Peking duck

Fig. 2 (5a) and (5b) showed the ellipsometric image of
200.0 ug/ml protein A layer. Relative to substrate, the net grayscale
value was 4.9  1.3. After combined with IgG, the net grayscale
value was changed to 41.7  3.4 (4a and 4b). This demonstrated that
IgG molecule was speciﬁcally interacted with protein A layer. DHV1
solution (5  106.5 LD50/ml) was then applied with the protein A
immobilized IgG layer and the net grayscale value is 69  4.1 (3a
and 3b). In order to acquire comparison between IgG direct
immobilization and oriented immobilization, we also conducted
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Fig. 1. Conﬁguration of duck hepatitis virus detection by biosensor based on imaging ellipsometry.

IgG direct immobilization on the carboxyl surface. The net grayscale
value relative to substrate is 55.3  4.9 (2a and 2b). After DHV1
exposed, the net grayscale value relative to IgG ﬁlm layer was
conﬁned to 5.4  2.3 (1a and 1b). Although the net grayscale value
of direct immobilization of IgG was higher than that of oriented
immobilization, the DHV1 combination was quite the contrary.
Hence, oriented immobilization of IgG enhanced detection

Fig. 2. Oriented immobilization of IgG for DHV detection (A) grayscale and (B) threedimension image. Dot 5 (protein A), 4 (protein A combined with IgG), 3 (protein A
combined with IgG and corresponding DHV), 2 (IgG directly immobilized on carboxyl
surface) and 1 (combined with corresponding DHV). Dots are duplicates.

performances of DHV1. The efﬁciency of antigen binding was
increased about 2.4-fold by oriented immobilization.
3.2. Multiple serotypes detection
Most circumstances, we do not know which type of DHV1 was
infected to ducks as multiple serotypes existence. It is very
important for type-speciﬁc identiﬁcation of the pathogen. In this
study, total nine unit dots were manufactured in the form of 3  3
array. The procedures of oriented immobilization of IgGs and
detection were strictly complied with the method above established. In brief, three dots in row1, IgG immobilized was anti-DHV1.
Similarly, three units in row2 was anti-DHV1-g and in row3 was
anti-DHV1-s. Antigen (DHV1, DHV1-g and DHV1-s) ﬂowed
sequentially through each row of the array (Fig. 3). Compared with
dot a2 and a3 in row1, grayscale value of dot1 was markedly higher
than that of dot2 and dot3. Accordingly, grayscale values of b1 and
b3 are higher than b2, c2 and c3 higher than c1. The grayscale
values of each dot were listed in Table 2. That is to say, only corresponding antigen could interacts with its IgG. With this simple

Fig. 3. Type-speciﬁc identiﬁcation of DHV1, DHV1-g and DHV1-s (A) ellipsometric and
(B) three-dimension image. Detailed descriptions can be seen in the text.
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Table 2
Grayscale values in Fig. 5 protein dots.
No.

Grayscale

No.

Grayscale

No.

Grayscale

a1
b1
c1

142.5
89.8
90.3

a2
b2
c2

90.6
151.4
95.2

a3
b3
c3

93.1
92.5
148.2

layout, types of DHV1 were easily identiﬁed in a single experiment.
When suspicious Duck Hepatitis was outburst, ﬂuid from pleural
cavity or chamber of heart can be applied for rapid identiﬁcation by
BIE in clinic laboratory. Therefore, it has obvious practicable value.
3.3. Analytical sensitivity
The analytical sensitivity was determined using ﬁve-fold serial
diluted samples representing DHV1 type (106.5/0.2 ml 50% lethal
dose, LD50) as a reference for zero standard measurement within
a same silicon wafer. The mean value of grayscale change (SD)
determined by ten zero standard replicates was 1.2, then, the corresponding grayscale value adding three standard deviations is 3.6.
After transferred into virus titer, the minimum detection limit of
DHV1 was as low as 8  109.5 LD50/ml.
3.4. Analytical speciﬁcity
The speciﬁcity of the array was evaluated in the presence of
avian inﬂuenza, duck plage virus, R. anatipestifer and E. coli,
respectively (Fig. 4). The virus titer or bacteria content for above
four species are 8 log 2 HI (Hemagglutination Inhibition) for AI
(H9N2), 103 CELD50 (chicken embryo 50% lethal dose) for DPV,
2.1 107 for R. anatipestifer and 3.4  107 CFU/ml (colony formation
unit/ml) for E. coli. Speciﬁcity for these pathogens was evaluated
by calculation of the grayscale response. According to grayscale
value changes of AI, DPV, GPV, R. anatipestifer, E. coli, healthy sera
(negative control) and PBS (blank control), the percentage of
grayscale response between these pathogen and DHV
(4  106.5 LD50/0.2 ml) was calculated. The results were shown in
Fig. 4. The grayscale values of the negative and blank control were
both lower than the grayscale value of minimum content of DHV.
This indicated that no false-positive results were obtained with the
array with independent pathogens.

Fig. 4. Speciﬁcity.

3.6. Application of clinic samples
In order to explore the feasibility of BIE application for DHV1
detection, we investigated two clinic samples (DHV1, DHV1-g and
DHV1-s) in parallel. The samples were collected from diseased
ducklings with typical symptom. The pleural ﬂuid was extracted
and immediately measured by BIE. Fig. 5 displays typical grayscale
image for DHV1, DHV1-g and DHV1-s detection. It was found that
as the antigen titer increased, the brightness of the unit dots
elevated. Changes in the grayscale value as a function of antigen
titer were shown and three typical curves were obtained (Fig. 6). It
was assumed that the antigen titers for DHV1-g and DHV1-s were
106.1/0.2 ml and 105.8/0.2 ml LD50. Some stains observed of the

3.5. Analytical reproducibility
Protein biochips have intensively been investigated and developed for various diagnostic medical devices. Currently, there are no
existing guidelines for the validation of antibody array. Standardized
guideline would be important for reliable analysis. In this study, we
consult some guidelines for protein chip evaluation [18]. The
reproducibility was assessed by intra-slide and inter-slide
measurements. CV% values of intra-slide and inter-slide are 6.7%,
5.8%, 7.4% and 15.2%, 13.6%, 11.9% for 4  108.5, 4  107.5 and
4  106.5 LD50/0.2 ml, respectively (Table 3).

Table 3
Results of reproducibility analysis of BIE for DHV detection.
Reference
sample

Virus titer
(LD50)

Intra-reproducibility
(CV%)

Inter-reproducibility
(CV%)

1
2
3

4  108.5
4  107.5
4  106.5

6.7(n ¼ 8)
5.8(n ¼ 8)
7.4(n ¼ 8)

15.2(n ¼ 6)
13.6(n ¼ 6)
11.9(n ¼ 6)

Fig. 5. Serial diluted clinic samples detected by BIE. Healthy duck serum was added for
blank control.
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can be automated, which could greatly simplify manipulations.
Finally, BIE system is progressing in miniaturization and already
obtained agitating fruit [20]. Thus, the proposed assay possesses
considerable practical values.
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Fig. 6. Clinic sample application. DHV1, DHV1-g and DHV1-s were detected in parallel.
Data are representative of 3 independent experiments for each type.
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